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As the year progressed, markets became increasingly range-

bound especially approaching the US election. But, as we 

often forget, things can change quickly.  

Market Highlights

Being a bull this year was 

unpopular, until it wasn’t. 

As the year progressed, markets 

became increasingly range-bound 

especially approaching the US 

election. But, as we often forget, 

things can change quickly.

Fortunately for Barometer’s 

clients, portfolios were tactically 

transitioned into the sectors that 

broke out at year end.

Financial markets rallied through 

the month of December as 

the equity market seemingly 

embraced President-elect Trump 

and his campaign promise to 

restore the U.S. to its past glory. 

As noted last month, economic 

January 2017

data leading into the US election 

was already reflective of a 

strengthening global economy 

– a market improvement 

indicated by our breadth models 

q3

q4

report

report

report

report

in early 2016. Changes in 

market breadth, both positive 

and negative, were identified 

Global PMI’s with Developed (DM) and  
Emerging (EM) Market Subindexes

Source: TD Securities  Research Chart 1
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by Barometer’s Disciplined 

Leadership Approach™, enabling 

our Portfolio Management 

Team to tactically position 

portfolios for what is coming 

next, regardless of who runs the 

White House. Anticipation of 

what may come after the January 

20th Inauguration Day could 

potentially cause the market to 

pause before it likely rekindles and 

extends its fourth consecutive-

quarter rally into the 2017.

In addition to constructive market 
breadth, economic indicators such 
as improving PMI (Purchasing 
Managers Index), positive 

consumer confidence, and lower 
unemployment added to our 
conviction. The bond market 
began to sell off as early as June, 
signaling that the market was 
set to rotate and transition from 
defensive sectors to cyclicals.

The final month of 2016 
demonstrated how rapidly things 
can change. If we look back to 
January 2016, the year began 
with a sharp selloff over concerns 
with China, with the SPX (US 
equities) down over 9% in the 
first two weeks – a correction 
that had us hedge away market 
exposure temporarily. Through 

the rest of the year, the market 
bumped through Brexit, the Italian 
referendum, geopolitical events, 
and uncertainty leading up to the 
US election. Despite the noise, we 
followed our models, monitoring 
and managing risk daily.

In Canada, the TSX had a 
surprisingly strong year, with the 
economy and earnings results 
better than expected. OPEC’s 
efforts to curb oil supply provided 
a stronger back drop for energy, 
leading to opportunities in 
infrastructure and exploration 
production companies. Other 
sectors improved as well, leading 
to additional opportunities. 

The US market broke out later 
in the year, led by financials, 
industrials, consumer discretionary, 
and information technology. 

Our strategies performed well 
during 2016, supported by our 
shifts out of defensive securities 
(utilities, consumer staples, 
healthcare and bonds) and into 
outperforming cyclicals (financials, 
energy and industrials). 

U.S. Daily Consumer Confidence (CSM) 
10-day Average Dec 20, 2016: 123.0

Source: Cornerstone Macro, LLC Chart 2
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As we enter a new year, the macro 
backdrop continues to look 
positive as developed economies 
recover, supporting more 
economically-sensitive sectors.

Portfolio Update

Much has been made of rising 
rates and this potential headwind 
for markets. The word ‘income’ 
worries investors as rates rise, but 
for our Income Strategy, there 
are many opportunities in sectors 
that perform better in a rising 
interest rate environment. The 
Income Mandate was positive this 
past quarter, despite this most 
recent rate hike. The Mandate’s 
largest sector weight – financials 
– contributed significantly to 
performance, in particular Bank 
of America and RBC. This sector 
experienced improved margins 
as spreads between lending and 
borrowing widened. Our continued 
focus on dividend growers, such 
as Inter Pipeline also contributed 
to performance. As for the energy 
sector, demand and supply drivers 
for oil improved, providing better 
opportunities for the Mandate in 
companies such as TransCanada 
and Seven Generations Energy.

Our Balanced Mandate provided 
stability and growth for our 
client’s. The fixed income 
component of the Mandate 
avoided long-dated bonds due 
to duration risk; and, despite a 
large sell off in the bond market, 
this part of the portfolio did 
not detract from performance, 
adding stability and yield. The 
current bond yield is over 4 % 
with the entire portfolio yielding 
over 2.5%. Positive performance 
was driven by exposure to 
financials and consumer staples, 
with strong names like Bank of 
America and Sleep Country. The 
information technology sector 

was also a positive contributor  
on the strength of companies  
like NVIDIA.

The Equity Mandate, with early 
exposure to cyclicals, held back 
performance earlier in the year.  
However, as we moved through 
the US election, our weighting 
in materials and information 
technology companies such as 
Teck Resources and NVIDIA, 
respectively, contributed to 
the Mandates overall positive 
performance. Financials also 
performed well for this Mandate, 

U.S. Weekly Unemployment Claims

Source: Bloomberg LLP and United States Department of Labour Chart 3
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with Morgan Stanley having a 
strong year.

The Global Macro Pool (through 
ETFs) has the ability to express 
themes both long and short. 
This pool had a very strong year; 
investing in long themes similar 
to our other mandates. The Pool 

had weights in financials and 
information technology that were 
strong contributors, as well as 
short positions in gold and  
fixed income.

The Long Short Pool rallied in the 
fourth quarter, benefitting from 
our sector themes. Short positions 

minimized as the overall market 
began to gain traction. JP Morgan 
and some material companies,  
like Pretium Resources were 
significant contributors.
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The information, opinions and any forward-looking information contained in this commentary have been compiled or arrived at from research sources believed 
to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. Opinions expressed are subject to 
change without notice, as are any statistical, price or yield data. A portfolio manager’s assessment of a particular security, investment or strategy is not intended as 
an investment recommendation; it is intended only to provide insight into portfolio selection process. Additional information is available on request regarding the 
performance of the Barometer Private Pools, the Barometer Group of Funds or the Barometer Mandates. Barometer disclaims any obligation to publicly update or 
revise any views or forward-looking statements.

Looking Forward

Trump’s win triggered sharp 
increases in both consumer and 
business confidence. Resultantly, 
our models continue to move our 
portfolios into more economically-
sensitive sectors. In addition, 
because of rising rates, we have 

shifted away from areas such as 
bonds and other interest rate 
sensitive areas towards sectors 
like financials that benefit from a 
normalized rate environment. 

The fundamentals of our portfolio 
holdings remain strong, and we 
will continue to monitor market 

breadth, changes in market 
leadership, and adjust positions  
as the environment shifts.


